The dehazing of images shot in fog is a hot spot in the study of computer vision. Unlike dehazing methods, which use an atmospheric scattering model, the method proposed here is based on fusion coding of contours and colors. It simulates the characteristics of visual perception in blurred scenes and balances the amount of color information in foggy images by actively fusing the contour features, thus preventing issues that often arise in dehazing, such as distortion or halo effects. First, the method constructs a contour feature extractor and extracts the contour features of the image, enhancing their weight in feature coding, and then it constructs a low-level feature-coding region to extract colors while adding the contours to fusion code the contours and colors. Then, the an advanced semantic coding region is constructed with dilated convolution residual blocks to deeply analyze the semantic information from the back propagation. Finally, after the fusion of the outputs of the low-level feature coding and the middle and final outputs of the advanced semantic coding, the method decodes the contours and colors in several layers of a convolutional neural network. This paper discriminates the results of dehazing and the sample labels using the discriminator net, composed of several convolution layers, and then intensifies and generates the network's dehazing ability while improving the discrimination ability of the discriminator net. Synthetic and natural foggy images are chosen as experimental objects, and the results of the novel methods are compared with those of currently available methods. The results show that, unlike other methods, this method produces good results, is robust, addresses issues like color distortion and halos, and dehazes images with natural saturability and sharpness, providing new potential for study of image dehazing.
I. INTRODUCTION
Images taken in complex environments featuring fog, haze, or smoke may exhibit poor image quality, including unsatisfactory visibility, contrast, sharpness, and other indexes, due to the combined optical effects of reflection, refraction, and scattering of atmospheric particles, which affects the viewers' understanding of the subject. The enhancement of images shot in such environments through image dehazing, has long been a hot spot in the development of automatic driving and video surveillance, among others. Current image-dehazing methods mainly include traditional and deep-leaning methods. The traditional method can be divided into methods based on mathematical models and the methods based on physical models. The former
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includes contrast enhancement (CE) and histogram equalization [1] , [2] , homomorphic filtering [3] , perceptual feature statistics [4] , and an improved retinex algorithm [5] . The last of these uses atmospheric scattering models [6] - [13] , including non-local image dehazing (NLD) [6] , dark channel prior (DCP) [10] , and effective regularization [11] . Deep learning methods include convolutional neural network (CNN) and generative adversarial nets (GAN) models. CNN models use color attenuation prior (CAP) [14] , multiscale models [15] , and integrated lightweight models [16] , and the CNN estimates the propagation map and atmospheric light values [17] , coarse-scale models, and fine-scale models [18] . GAN models include the encoding and decoding model [19] and the dual generator model [20] .
These methods all have good performance in specific contexts but have shortcomings as well. For instance, the method of histogram equalization [2] is poor due to the VOLUME 7, 2019 This work is licensed under a Creative Commons Attribution 4.0 License. For more information, see http://creativecommons.org/licenses/by/4.0/ consideration of the probability distribution of global gray values, resulting in local detail blur, and CE is needed to adjust threshold parameters, where parameters that are too large lead to removal of non-fog information as well, but parameters that are too small will not reduce dehazing enough [1] , [2] . Image enhancement dehazing methods using physical models generally estimates the depth map of the scene and then exports the dehazing image using an atmospheric scattering model. The most representative of this type of method is DCP [10] . However, this method estimates transmission diagrams by finding the darkest pixel the in RGB space, so the resulting dehazed image is dark, making the dehazing especially poor for dark scenes. Deep learning methods have significantly improved the efficiency and performance of traditional methods, and the dehazing image they produce feature improved contrast and sharpness. However, the influences of the training sample and the diversity of the dehazing scene pose problems for this method as well. For multi-scale models [15] and integrated lightweight models [16] , the resulting images often show halos in parts with stronger luminosity. In the estimation of transmission diagrams and atmospheric light values through cascade CNN [17] and estimating transmission diagrams through wide-scale or fine-scale networks [18] , deep learning lacks the ability to remove deep fog when using adversarial training for dehazing [19] . This paper conducts a study specific to the problems of dehazing images, such as unnatural colors and halos. Some studies [21] on blurred or weak visual scenes show that the human optic-neural system generally extracts the main contours of scene, adds other features, including color, and then applies object reorganization through with the cranial nerves' memory function. Here we consider two factors. First, in the end-to-end dehazing algorithm, because the label image is a clear color image, and because the convolutional neural network is usually characterized according to the distinctive features (color features) of the label, The extracted low-level features are mainly color features, resulting in a dehazed image exhibiting chromatic aberration. Second, because the haze noise envelopes the image, resulting in blurred image outlines, the extracted outline and texture features are sparse. Due to the imbalance of the color feature amount and the contour texture feature amount, the edge cannot be well fitted during the back propagation, so that the edge of the dehazed image appears blurred and there is a slight ghost. For these two problems, it is assumed that a large number of contour and texture features are combined in feature extraction, which can balance the problem of excessive color feature extraction during feature extraction. Then construct a reasonable network model to improve the chromatic aberration and halo problem of the dehazed diagram.
This paper simulates visual perception and proposes an image-dehazing method based on fusion coding of contours and colors. First, the method creates an extractor of contours, using the directional selection characteristics of the primary visual cortex to extract the overall contours of a foggy image to increase the amount of contour information. Then, a CNN is constructed with an encoder and a decoder, with reference to the principle of visual depth perception. The encoder is divided into low-level feature coding and advanced semantic coding, where the former is composed of three layers of ordinary convolutions for the extraction of the colors of the image to be processed and to add the contours, and the latter is composed of dilated convolution units that code redund-ancy enhancement to fuse the contours and colors on a deeper level. Finally, a decoder is composed with three layers of deconvolutions. Because the results of coding on different levels may lose their correlations during encoding, the paper first develops the fusion of the low-level feature coding results and the high-level semantic coding results, decodes it layer by layer, and then creates a final dehazed image. The research described in this paper makes the following contribu-tions.
1) The coding of a depth vision perception system is simulated, and a new image-coding method (CCNet) from low-level feature coding to advanced semantic coding is proposed. This constructs a low-level featurecoding region in three layers of ordinary convolutions to extract the low-level features of the input images, such as color and texture, and then it establishes a residual network, for which the reception size increases, using several two-dilation, three-dilation, and four-dilation residual convolution units to construct an advance semantic coding region for the deep coding of fused low-level features. 2) This paper proposes a new method of image dehazing, using fusion coding of contour and color features specific to problems of foggy images, such as the unclear contours and comparatively prominent colors. This method first constructs a contour-feature extractor, following the directional selection characteristics of the primary visual cortex to extract contour features, then adding contours into the low-level feature coding region, layer by layer, to increase contour proportions in the low-level features, and finally rectifying color distortion and halo problems.
3) The paper improves the loss function of existing generator-nets. First, the image generated and corresponding sample label are input into the discriminator net, and two matrices are output, of which the element value is 0-1. Then, the paper calculates the average distance between the two matrices, using the L1 function. Finally, the mean distance is defined as discriminative correction weight and added into the original loss function to create the generator loss converge and further reduce the convergence value. The rest part of the paper proceeds as follows: section two reviews existing methods of dehazing; section three introduces the algorithmic principle of the paper and its design idea; section four provides an experimental analysis of the proposed method, using synthetic image dehazing and natural image dehazing, comparing it with current mainstream methods while dehazing effects before and after the integration of contours is demonstrated; and section five summarizes the entire paper and provides a look forward to future work.
II. RELATED WORK
As noted, atmospheric scattering plays an important role in both traditional and deep-learning methods because atmospheric scattering can explain the relationship between the images before and after dehazing. The principle of such a model is that if light is blocked by particles of fog or haze, the scattering of some light may weaken it and alter its direction [22] , [23] . The model is shown in equations (1) and (2), where I(i, j) represents the fogged image, J(i, j) represents the dehazed image, A is atmospheric illumination, t(i, j) is the transmissivity of the scenery light, β is the atmospheric scattering coefficient, and d(i, j) represents the scenery depth map. Because I(i, j) is known, dehazing essentially requires only A and d(i, j), producing the dehazed image J(i, j) from equations (1) and (2) through reverse deduction.
A. PRIORI-BASED DEHAZING Many dehazing methods rely on atmospheric scattering models to achieve single-image dehazing. For instance, Berman et al. [6] , in their NLD algorithm, defined each color cluster in a clear image as a line in RGB space; Chen et al. [7] optimized an initial transmission map generated by local priors with a depth-edge perceptual smoothing algorithm and then implemented image dehazing using gradient-residual minimization; Fattal [8] estimated the albedo of a scene with the assumption that the transmission map and imagesurface shading are locally uncorrelated, finally implementing image dehazing with an atmospheric -scattering model; He et al. [10] proposed a DCP method of estimating the transmission map of a foggy image, using it for an atmospheric scattering model based on the smallest pixel value of at least one of the neighboring pixels; Meng et al. [11] used image dehazing based on boundary constraints and methods of local regularization; Tarel and Hautiere [13] achieved rapid de-hazing with atmospheric model reasoning, smoothing filtering, and tone mapping; Hu et al. [24] proposed an illumination decomposition algorithm for image dehazing that estimates the transmission map with a non-local haze line that removes the noise from a foggy image while preserving its natural sharpness. [20] , and Zhang and Patel [30] generated a clear image directly by constructing a GAN network. It is also possible to estimate the depth map of a scene with a deep network or using learning by migration [22] , [23] , [26] - [29] .
C. FUSING-BASED DEHAZING
Ancuti and Ancuti [31] first proposed the fusing method for image dehazing. They constructed a multi-scale fusion module with a Laplacian pyramid, taking the white balance (WB) and CE maps of a foggy image as the input source for fusing and creating a dehazed image. Later, Wang and Fan [32] proposed a multi-scale depth-feature fusion method, which constructed a nonlinear filter to deeply fuse the results of multi-scale filtering. Later, Ren et al. [33] improved on the methods of Ancuti and Ancuti [31] by extracting the WB and contrast enhancement of foggy images and using gamma-correction maps for the input source of the network. However, the core of Ren et al. [33] is controlling the confidence maps of the three input sources in a gated manner to achieve dehazing purposes. We have three main differences from the methods proposed by Ancuti and Ancuti [31] and Ren et al. [33] . First, Our method resolves the halo and chromatic aberration problems. Previous works restrict themselves to using WB, CE, and gamma correction (GC) to compensate for the color changes in the image caused by fog and low visibility. If contrast and brightness are not properly selected, different types of chromatic aberration may result. However, we consider that the fog causes the contour of the image to become unclear. In automatic feature extraction, the CNN extracts the color features too far, resulting in their redundancy, causing halos and chromatic aberrations. Halos and chromatic aberrations are best tackled by balancing the color feature amounts with the controllable-contour feature amount.
Second, our method's performance is more stable. Others largely address the problem using optical features, such as WB, CE, and GC, but it is worth noting that the extraction of WB, CE, and GC is controlled by parameters. For different concentrations of the fog, the acquisition of the corresponding three subgraphs is unstable. This will affect the dehazing. However, we address this problem using information volume. As long as the fog map is not entirely invisible, the contours of the subject can be stably acquired to balance the colors, making our dehazing method better and more stable.
Third, in the design of the network, we refer to the lightweight design of the VGG network and ResNet [25] . After multiple verifications, it is found appropriate to set three layers for low-level feature extraction. Although our hollow convolutional layer is similar that of Ren et al. [33] , the paper directly fuses multidimensional features to ensure that depth feature information is more abundant. More importantly, the GAN model is used to improve image restoration. 
III. ALGORITHMIC PRINCIPLE
The paper proposes an end-to-end image-dehazing method based on the fusion coding of contours and colors. Figure 1 presents an algorithmic flow chart of a depthadversarial neutral network, simulating a biological mechanism of visual -information processing composed by a generator-net and a discriminator-net. The foggy image is placed into the generator-net. The algorithm extracts the contours of the input image and extracts the colors in the lowlevel feature-coding region, meanwhile adding the contours in layers, deeply encoding low-level feature-coding results in the advanced semantic coding region. Finally, the algorithm fuses low-level feature coding results and advanced semantic coding results, decoding the fusion result in layers to generate the dehazed image. Then, the algorithm inputs the dehazed image and the corresponding sample label into the discriminator-net to determine the verisimilitude of the image and further improve the generator-net's dehazing ability.
A. NETWORK MODEL DESIGN
The paper simulates advanced and low-level visual systems to construct a generator-net and a discriminator-net with a lowlevel feature-coding module, an advanced semantic -coding module, and a decoding module. Figure 2 gives the network model diagram.
1) GENERATOR-NET
The generator-net has four parts: contour feature extraction, a low-level feature-coding region, an advanced semanticcoding region, and feature decoding. This section introduces the four parts in detail.
a: COUNTER FEATURE EXTRACTION
Because foggy noise evenly pervades the overall image, it shows unobvious directional features, such as contour and texture. With the deep CNN used for contour feature extraction, texture information will be lost or contours will be incomplete, and on the other hand, training contourextraction network would consume resources and have a high time cost. Using a mathematical model for contour extraction promises high efficiency and, importantly, can extract more texture details and contour features by calculating relationship among local pixels. The paper thus sets up a multi-directional classical receptive field, following the direction-selection characteristics of the visual cortex, then constructing a direction-selection model in combination with the 2D Gaussian-derived function model, as shown in equations (3) and (4), to extract four types of edges from the foggy image, in the central horizontal line, the central perpendicular line, the main diagonal, and the back diagonal to obtain the overall textural features of the image.
In equations (3) and (4) 
represents the Gaussian-derived function;γ represents the ellipticity of filter and its default γ = 0.5; and σ decides the size of the classical receptive field. For the specific direction θv, v = 1, 2, ..., Q, the classical receptive field e v (i, j) of the output foggy image I(i, j) is shown in equation (5), in which * is the convolution operation.
For a pixel of I, the maximum response for all directions is obtained, and then the final contour response is determined according to the response intensity coefficient of the directional response, u(i, j), to get the contour texture map with detailed features, I contour . The response-intensity coefficient is defined in equation (6), and the contour-texture map I contour is shown in equation (7) . Figure 3 gives the contourperception effect.
In Figure 3 , it is clear that the method can not only extract contours but also remove some fog, enhancing contour weighting in subsequent fusion coding, balancing the weight of the colors and removing foggy noise.
b: LOW-LEVEL FEATURE CODING
Generally, constructing a deep CNN is done to help train network parameters, so the researchers choose the first three feature-extraction modules of the pre-training model of the VGG network [25] , with a total of seven layers of CNNs, as the low-level feature extractor. However, the dehazing network requires the fusion of contour features, so choosing a feature extractor for a deep network may cause the excessive information to be coded, in which case colors may lose their original value and become unable to fuse properly with contours, impacting coding and leading away from the desired result. Therefore, the paper adopts the feature-extraction idea of VGG but only uses three layers of convolutions as the color-feature extractor. Considering that optic neural coding leads to a fusion of color and contour information in a complicated hybrid coding, for the full fusion of contours and colors, the paper successively adds the perceived contour results to three layers of colors to increase the volume ratio of the contours. Moreover, unlike image segmentation and image recognition procedures, image dehazing only screens noise related to real pixels but does not greatly alter image structures to avoid over-learning and improve efficiency, the paper sets the fault number of the three-layer convolution kernels as 64. To remove information redundancy from the low-level feature-coding region, the paper sets the step length of the third convolution layer to 2, similar to that of a pooling operation. To improve the network's generalizability, each convolution operation is followed by standardization processing and then activated by the Relu function. It should be mentioned that the paper saves the pooling operation for the whole network to avoid distorting the dehazed image.
c: ADVANCED SEMANTIC CODING
The proposed method simulates the joint coding of the optic and cranial nerves in the visual system and adds advanced semantic coding after low-level feature coding. Because the information processed in the advanced semantic-coding region is more abstract due to the previous low-level feature coding, to further analyze the corresponding deep relationship, a neural network is required on a deeper level. Further, in the coding on the deep level, information at different layers may lose their correlations, so the paper chooses double-layer residual blocks to construct the deep advanced semantic coding region. Therefore, the advanced semantic-coding region is constructed using six residual units and one convolution layer. The information for each feature is important, so if an ordinary CNN is used in the no-pooling case, an unimaginative burden of computation appears, but if the ordinary CNN is used in the pooling case, a loss of information follows. This paper replaces ordinary convolution and pooling operations with dilated convolution. The first two residual units are both composed by two layers of 3×3 2-dilation convolution kernels. To extend the size of the perceptual field and improve local correlations of features, the third, fourth, fifth, and sixth residual units are composed of two layers of 3×3 3-dilation and 4-dilation convolution kernels. The 2-dilation, 3-dilation, and 4-dilation kernels are equivalent to one pooling operation, a two-time pooling operation and a three-time pooling operation, meeting the requirement to extend the perceptive field while avoiding information loss. The last convolutional layer integrates the overall feature information of the advanced semantic coding region, so the paper sets the unit to be composed by one layer of a 3×3 convolution kernel. To improve computational efficiency, the paper sets the default number of convolution kernels to 64, the same as with low-level feature coding region, where each convolution is followed by a standardization operation and is then activated by the Relu function.
d: FEATURE DECODING
Following the low-level feature coding the advanced semantic coding, because the coding network is deep, to avoid the interruption of the correlation information in the deep network, the paper fuses the output of the third layer of low-level feature coding and of the seventh unit of advanced semantic coding, inputting the result into the decoding region. Because the information loss in the coding process is minimal, the decoding region only designs a three-layer deconvolution network. The size of the feature figure is reduced by half during the low-level feature coding, so during the decoding in the first layer, the paper designs a 4×4 convolution kernel with a step length of 2, following the size change in the image before and after CNN. The convolution kernel on the second layer is restored to the ordinary 3×3 convolution kernel with a step length of 1. The last layer must output the structure of the original image, so the paper selects a 1×1 convolution kernel to compress all the information decoded. The first two layers are standardized after convolution and then passes through the activation of the Relu function. The last layer compresses the information of first two layers, so does not require activation by the function.
2) DISCRIMINATOR-NET
The discriminator-net plays the role of the loss function of the generator-net. It recognizes whether the image generated is accurate by compiling the outputs of generator-net and the true sample, after which it updates the generator-net and enhances itself. Therefore, when designing the discriminator -net, the paper only focuses on network concision so that the weighted value required for improving the loss function can be effectively calculated. Therefore, the paper adopts the discriminator-net, like the general GAN network [19] .
B. LOSS FUNCTION DESIGN
The loss function of the training network can be divided into the generator-net loss (L G ) and the discriminator-net loss (L D ). Because network inputs and outputs are on the pixel level, the paper uses the L1 loss function and the mean square error loss function to measure the distance between inputs and outputs.
1) GENERATOR-NET-LOSS
The original generator-net loss is formed from the sum of the distance between the generator-net output and the true label and between the generator-net output error discriminated by the discriminator-net, as shown in equations (8)- (11) .
In these equations, L 1 represents the distance between the generator-net output and the training sample label; L err represents the distance between the generator-net output discriminated by the discriminator-net and the true discriminate label; | · | represents absolute value; G(I) represents the output of the generator-net; I label represents the training sample label; C is the number of channels in the output image;W and H are the width and height of the output image, respectively; G(I) and I label indicate uniform size; D(G(I)) is the discrimination result of the generator-net's output from the discriminator-net; f (·) represents value normalization to 0 or 1; T represents the true discrimination label, an M ×N (default M = 30, N = 30) all-1 2D matrix; D(G(I)) and T have the same size, M ×N.
However, the discriminator-net is a dichotomy network, which can only estimate the probability that the generatornet's output is accurate and transfer this result into 0 or 1 for discrimination. Because the estimation of the result as 0 or 1 may have deviation, and the overall deviation may be large, with the influence of many pixels, the output image is a distorting phenomenon. The paper thus improves the original loss function and adds discrimination-correction weighting, as shown in equations (12) and (13) .
In these equations, λ represents the discriminationcorrection weighting, and D(I label ) represents the discrimination result from the training sample according to the discriminator-net.
2) DISCRIMINATOR-NET-LOSS
The discriminator-net improves the generator-net's generative capability by discriminating its outputs into accurate or not. Discriminator-net loss is the distance between the output of the generator-net and the inaccurate discrimination label and the distance between the training sample label and the accurate discrimination label, as shown in equations (14)- (16) .
In the equations, L T represents the distance between the training sample label's discrimination result in the discriminator-net and the true discrimination label; L F represents the distance between the generator-net output's discrimination result from the discriminator-net and the false discrimination label; F represents the false discrimination label, an M × N (default M = 30, N = 30) all-0 2D matrix.
IV. EXPERIMENT
The section presents the details of the test of the method, providing experimental data, network details and training parameters, comparison of the dehazing results before and after the fusion with contours in the same network and data environment, and proof of the effectiveness of the method through experimental verification with synthetic image dehazing and natural image dehazing, as well as comparative analysis of currently popular methods.
A. EXPERIMENTAL DATA
The paper uses the NYU-v2 data set [12] and the OTS data set [34] with a depth map and a corresponding clear image to verify the algorithm. The NYU-v2 data set is composed of 1449 640×480-pixel indoor clear images and matching artificially synthesized depth maps. The OTS data set is composed of 8970 outdoor clear images of various sizes, built by a research institution in Beijing, and matching artificially synthesized depth maps. We select 1000 synthetic foggy indoor images and 1000 synthetic foggy outdoor images from the two data sets, respectively, disrupt them, and use them as the training set of the network. Then, we select 200 images from each set as the verification set, and finally take 100 from each as the test set. We synthesize the foggy images with the three subsets of data prepared with the atmospheric scattering model from equations (1) and (2) . In the atmospheric scattering model, the parameter atmospheric luminous intensity A is a random number in [0.6, 1), and the attenuation coefficient β's value is (0.7, 1.5). For experimental convenience, we crop the size of the training data and verification data uniformly into 256×256-pixel squares.
B. NETWORK DETAILS AND TRAINING PARAMETERS
The detailed structure and parameter settings of the model in this paper are given in Table 1 , in which ''Conv'' denotes a convolutional layer; ''ResD-2, ResD-3, ResD-4'' denotes six residual units corresponding to dilated convolution of 2-dilation, 3-dilation and 4-dialation; and ''Uconv'' represents a deconvolution layer.
The network is constructed with the Pytorch framework, with a hardware configuration of GTX1080Ti. In the experimental training, the parameter setting is as follows: the total iteration training is for 50 epochs; the batch size is 8, dualthread; the learning rate of generator-net and discriminatornet is 2e −4 initially, decreasing 10-fold each 30 epochs of training; and the training duration is about 6 hours.
C. ANALYSIS OF DEHAZING EFFECT INTO CONTOUR FEATURES
To prove that dehazing with the fusion of contours has a better result, the paper outputs the effect pictures of dehazing before and after this fusion, with the same network and data conditions, as shown in Figure 4 . Figure 4(a) shows a low-level feature map of the output as the model is trained for the first, fifth, tenth, fifteenth, and twenty-fifth epochs. The first row is the output feature map when there is no contour, and the second is the output feature map with a blended contour. Under the same training conditions, however, the low-level feature map body incorporating the contour features was relatively distinct (as shown in the green dashed box). However, the low-level feature map body that is not integrated into the outline is blurred (as shown in the red dashed box). This also supports the argument of this paper: in the fogged scene, the depth network only weakly extracts the features of the body contour. At the same time, it is clear that the dehazing moves relatively faster after the contour is integrated. Figure 4(b) shows the effect diagram for dehazing of the fifth, fifteenth, twenty-fifth, and fortieth epochs of the model training. The first row gives the dehazing diagram with no contour, and the second row shows the dehazing diagram assimilated into the contour. The contrast is seen in the dehazing diagram without the contour. Due to the influence of the darker areas in the picture, the color is locally concentrated, which is why a halo or chromatic aberration follows dehazing. However, after the contours are blended, the color distribution of the dehazing pattern is very uniform (as shown in the second row of Figure 4(b) ). Through the comparison in Figure 4 , the image -dehazing method based on fusion coding of contours and colors that is proposed is consistent with the principle that visual perception is recognized by features such as contours and colors in the fuzzy scene; likewise, it is also shown that contour features can balance overweight colors and compen-sate for halo and chromatic aberration after dehazing.
D. THE COMPARATIVE ANALYSIS OF METHODS
To show that CCNet has a good dehazing effect. In this section, we challenge other methods on the NYU-v2 dataset [12] , the I-HAZE&O-HAZE datasets [35] , [36] , and the natural images from Fattal [9] . The methods of challenging on the NYU-v2 dataset and the natural images dataset are as follows: Priori-based methods: the DCP method of He et al. [10] (CVPR'09) and the NLD method of Berman et al. [6] (CVPR'16); Learning-based methods: the CAP method of Zhu et al. [14] (TIP'15), the DehazeNet method of Cai et al. [15] (TIP'16) , and the all-in-one dehazing network (AOD_Net) method of Li et al. [16] (ICCV'17); a fusing -based method: the gated fusion network (GFN) method of Ren et al. [33] (CVPR'18); and GAN-based methods: the densely connected pyramid dehazing network (DCPDN) method of Zhang and Patel [30] (CVPR'18) and the enhanced pix2pix dehazing network (EPDN) method of Qu et al. [20] (CVPR '19) . The methods of challenging on the I-HAZE&O-HAZE datasets are as follows: DCPDN [30] (CVPR'18), the method of Mondal et al. [37] (CVPR'18), Cycle-Dehaze [38] (CVPR'18), EPDN [20] (CVPR'19), HR -Dehazer [39] (CVPR'19) , RI-GAN [40] (CVPR'19).
1) QUALITATIVE AND QUANTITATIVE ANALYSIS OF THE NYU-v2 DATASET

NYU-v2 dataset.
Here we select 40 synthetic maps from the NYU-v2 dataset to challenge previous methods. The effect diagrams are shown in Figure 5 . The outputs for the methods are estimated by the two criteria of peak signal-to-noise ratio (PSNR/dB) and structural similarity (SSIM). The average estimation results of indoor image are shown in Table 2 , with an objective analysis of the data.
As shown in Figure 5 , using the priori-based methods [6] , [10] , the overall darkness and severe halos and chromatic aberrations appear due to the excessively high concentration of fog ( Figure 5(b) and (c) ). In the learning-based methods [14] - [16] , the dehazing effect is similar. Because the accuracy of the depth map is estimated to be low, dehazing VOLUME 7, 2019 is not sufficient (Figure 5(d) and (f) ). With the fusing-based method [33] , the dehazing effect is better than with the learning-based methods, but there is chromatic aberration on the wall, and the effects of removing the deep fog are not good ( Figure 5(g) ). In the GAN-based methods [20] , [30] , the dehazing effects are relatively good, but DCPDN [30] exhibits a color difference phenomenon ( Figure 5(h) ). The EPDN method of Qu. et al. [20] is comparable to our method, but nevertheless, ours gives a result that is closer to the true picture. The qualitative results are also reflected by the quantitative PSNR and SSIM metrics in Table 2 .
In order to verify the dehazing effect of our method on different concentrations of fog. Such as β = 0.75 (light fog), 1.0 (medium fog), 1.25 (heavy fog), (0.7, 1.5) (random). Under the conditions of heavy fog and random, our PSNR and SSIM are the highest. For instance, our PSNR and SSIM under heavy fog are 1.38dB and 0.046, higher than the fusion method GFN [33] , 2.66dB and 0.094, higher than the GAN method DCPDN [30] , and 1dB and 0.009, higher than the GAN method EPDN [20] . Although the SSIM standard of the EPDN method is the same as ours under medium fog conditions, the PSNR standard of our method is about 1dB higher than theirs. Under light fog conditions, although the SSIM for our method is lower than the EPDN method, our PSNR is slightly higher than them. It is worth noting that some methods except that in this paper have the same problem: under some conditions, the PSNR increases, while the SSIM decreases. For instance, from heavy fog to light fog, the PSNR of the CAP [14] increased from 20.325dB to 20.789dB, while the SSIM decreased from 0.802 to 0.797. The PSNR of the DCPDN increased from 22.369dB to 23.511dB, while the SSIM decreased from 0.807 to 0.792. This shows that in dehazing, the internal structure of the image also changes to a certain degree. For the DCPDN method, the GAN has a repair function, it also changes the texture structure of the image to some extent (such as introducing local subtle distortion). Although we also use the GAN model, we actively incorporate a large number of contour features during feature extraction, so that more contour and texture information can be obtained during feature encoding and decoding. So our algorithm can keep the structure of the image relatively complete. As in Table 2 , our PSNR value increased from 24.853dB to 25.266dB, while the SSIM value increased from 0.899 to 0.906.
2) QUALITATIVE AND QUANTITATIVE ANALYSIS OF THE I-HAZE &O-HAZE DATASET
I-HAZE&O-HAZE datasets.
Here we selected 4 images from the I-HAZE and O-HAZE datasets (these images are characterized by dense haze) to challenge the methods from CVPR'18 and CVPR'19. From Figure 6 (b), the DCPDN [30] method is not suitable for removing dense fog. The method of Mondal et al. [37] removes dense fog, but can cause individual image distortion( Figure 6 (c)' ''Image4''). In contrast, the dehazing effect of the Cycle-Dehaze [38] method is the most thorough. However, after dehazing, the color is dark. Among the three methods of CVPR'19, the dehazing of the ''Image4'', the EPDN [20] and the HR-Dehazer [39] methods are not perfect. In particular, the HR-Dehazer method has a halo in the sky area of the dehazed image. In contrast, the RI-GAN [40] method is the best. From the qualitative analysis, it seems that it is not easy to reflect our method is better than the three methods of CVPR'2019, so we will quantitatively analyze the methods of this paper. The results are shown in Table 3 .
Among the three methods of CVPR'2018. The Cycle-Dehaze [38] method has the best dehazing effect for ''Image1'', but our PSNR and SSIM standards are 3dB and 0.127 higher than it. The method of Mondal et al. [37] has the best dehazing effect for ''Image2'', but our PSNR and SSIM standards are 2dB and 0.014 higher than it. The method of Mondal et al. [37] has the best dehazing effect for ''Image3'', but our PSNR and SSIM standards are 0.5dB and 0.011 higher than it. The Cycle-Dehaze [38] method has the best dehazing effect for ''Image4'', but our PSNR and SSIM standards are 2dB and 0.040 higher than it.
Among the three methods of CVPR'2019. The RI-GAN [40] method has the best dehazing effect for ''Image1'', but our PSNR and SSIM standards are 0.2dB and 0.003 higher than it. The RI-GAN [40] method has the best dehazing effect for ''Image2'', but our PSNR and SSIM standards are 1dB and 0.010 higher than it. The HR-Dehazer [39] method has the best dehazing effect for ''Image3'', our PSNR and SSIM standards are lower than it. But, our PSNR and SSIM standards are 0.7dB and 0.008 higher than it on ''Average''. The RI-GAN [40] method has the best dehazing effect for ''Image4'', but our PSNR and SSIM standards are 0.2dB and 0.006 higher than it.
Based on the above qualitative and quantitative analysis, it shows that our method has better dehazing effect than several methods from CVPR'2018 and CVPR'2019 dehazing challenge. Moreover, as can be seen from Figure 6 (h), our proposed balance of color features by incorporating contour features can not only improve the halo and chromatic aberration problems but also make the foreground contours clearer.
3) QUALITATIVE AND QUANTITATIVE ANALYSIS OF NATURAL IMAGES
To fully verify the practical effects of the method, we use natural images from Fattal et al. [9] and select six images for the experiments. The contrasting effects are shown in Figure 7 .
Natural foggy images often lack corresponding clear pictures, so this paper uses the AG (average gradient) of equation (17) and the EY (entropy) of equation (18), two important evaluation indexes without reference images, to evaluate the dehazing results of natural foggy images. Table 4 gives the results: each datum is the mean value of the two indexes of the six images, and the larger the value, the better the result. In equation (17), AG represents the average gradient of the image, and ∂r ∂k and ∂r ∂l represent the horizontal and vertical gradients, respectively. 
AG
In equations (18) and (19), EY represents the entropy of the image; C represents the number of channels in the image, and W and H represent the size of image. The gray level of the pixels is a binary group represented as (x, y) in which x represents the value of gray level of a pixel (0≤ x ≤255), and y represents the mean value of the neighborhood gray level (0≤ y ≤255); s(x, y) represents the frequency of the binary group (x, y); and P x,y represents the probability that the binary group (x, y) appears anywhere in the image.
As shown in Figure 7 , priori-based methods [6] , [10] , exhibit severe halos and chromatic aberrations in the sky due to the overestimation of the concentration of fog (Figure 7(b) and (c) ). For learning-based methods [14] - [16] , the resulting dehazing is insufficient, and the subject edges in the image are blurred (as in the second and third rows of Figure 7(d) and (e)). In a fusing-based method [33] , the near-field dehazing effects are better, but the heavy fog of the distant view cannot be removed. In the GAN-based method [20] , [30] , the image color is lighter the image is distorted, and in the DCPDN method of Zhang and Patel [30] has a particularly serious color difference in the house map (Figure 7(h) ). The dehazing effect of the EPDN method of Qu et al. [20] is not as good as in the composite image. Our method is stable, with the best dehazing effect on flower fields and house images, and it is suitable for removing heavy fog.
In order to quantitatively analyze the dehazing effect of our method on natural images, this paper uses two standards of AG and EY (formulas (17), (18) ), which are also commonly used to measure the quality of image enhancement or postrecovery quality. As shown in Table 4 , after dehazing, the AG and EY of the image are optimal. For instance, our AG and EY standards are 1.35 and 0.20 greater than those of the fusion method GFN [33] ; compared to the GAN model method DCPDN [30] these values are 2.74 and 0.24 greater; and they are 1.76 and 0.23 greater than those of EPDN [20] , respectively. It is also seen in Table 4 that the values of AG and EY obtained by the GFN method of Ren et al. [33] are higher than those based on the GAN method [20] , [30] . Thus, the fusion method not only improves the dehazing effect but also the generalizability of the model.
In the comparative analysis of synthetic and natural images, our CCNet gives the best results for the qualitative and quantitative analyses of both synthetic and natural images. For blurred or weak vision scenes, simulating the optic nerve by first abstracting the contours from the scene and then fusing features like color to construct a neural network based on the fusion coding of contours and colors can achieve better dehazing result and improve the generalizability of the model.
V. CONCLUSION
The paper simulates visual perception with depth coding and proposes an end-to-end neural network model for image dehazing. This network model is composed of a generator-net and a discriminator-net, containing a contour-feature extractor, low-level feature coding, advanced semantic coding, and the feature decoding. The paper improves the halo problem after image dehazing and allows a better results for image dehazing, and it simulates the coding process of the deep visual perception system, proposing proposes a new imagecoding method from the low-level feature coding to advanced semantic coding. The method proposed achieves good results for dehazing and has significance for the reduction of the black box feature of CNN. Further, it simulates the responses of the optic neural system in blurred scenes to create fusion coding for the contour and color features of image in the field of view to create image dehazing by simulating the biological visual system. Meanwhile, the method proposed has improved the conventional neural network's loss function and allows a dehazing experiment for synthetic and natural dehazing images, the qualitative and quantitative results of which show that our CCNet method, compared with the fusing-based method GFN (CVPR'18), GAN-based method DCPDN (CVPR'18), and EPDN (CVPR'19), produces the best dehazing result in smoky and foggy environ-ments, as well as better prominent performance in natural-image dehazing, with stronger robustness. Therefore, our imagedehazing method, based on the fusion coding of contours and colors, that is proposed in the paper offers a new solution and directions for image dehazing.
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